Louis Dorman
Mambo #5
INT. THEATER - NIGHT
VO (OFF STAGE)
Ladies and Gentleman, Lou Bega...
Mambo Number Five!
The music starts and LOU BEGA with a fedora and mustache
walks on stage snapping his fingers to the music. There's
loud audience applause as he waves and smiles. He then grabs
the mic and sings.
LOU BEGA
(singing)
A little bit of Monica in my life,
a little bit of Erica by my side
MONICA
Wait who the FUCK is Erica?
The music STOPS and MONICA steps up.
LOU BEGA
Monica!...I didn't know you
listened to music...
MONICA
You only want a little bit of me in
your life? We've been married for
25 years Lou! You MONSTER!
LOU BEGA
What No! I mean -uh uh
Music starts up again
LOU BEGA
(singing)
A little bit of Monica in my life,
a little bit of Erica by my side
A little bit of Rita is all I need,
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ERICA
WHOA WHOA WHOA who the HELL
is Rita??!!!!
ERICA stands up
LOU BEGA
Oh, uh, Hi EricaERICA
And you've been married to this
"Monica" for 25 years?! But We've
been engaged for 18! You told me
you've just been "having a hard
time finding the best wedding
fedora."
LOU BEGA
Wait Erica! I can explain! - uh um
uh
Music starts up again
A
a
A
a

little
little
little
little

LOU BEGA
bit of Monica in my life,
bit of Erica by my side
bit of Rita is all I need,
bit of Tina is all I see

RITA
Wait a second...
RITA stands up
LOU BEGA
Oh Rita! Hey! IRITA
You told me this song was about me
and your family of eight sisters! I
even helped you send them all
Christmas cards every year...You
ASSHOLE!
(beat.)
And also... Why do we all have
similar names?
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(beat.)
Thats like really werid.
(beat.)
Are you some sort of serial killer
who's M.O. is to - I don't know date and murder women who's name
end in the letter "A"?
LOU BEGA
Well I mean um - um, um
Music starts up again
LOUS BEGA
(singing)
A little bit of Monica in my life,
a little bit of Erica by my side
A little bit of Rita is all I need,
a little bit of Tina is all I see
A little bit of Sandra in the
sun...
The music stops and TINA stands
TINA
I can't BELIEVE this Lou...the day
my brother died, when you told me
you loved me, ISANDRA stands
SANDRA
-OH NOW you want to talk about our
son!
LOU BEGA
Sandra? Nows not the time I mean
I'm right in the middle of thisSANDRA
OH OK I "UNDERSTAND". I guess I'll
tell Baby Bo Bega that his OWN
FATHER isn't coming home tonight.
LOU BEGA
How do you even know the baby's
even mine!
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SANDRA
Why don't you see for your self!
Stand up Baby Bo Bega!
A CHILD with a fedora and a mustache Steps up from the
audience next to SANDRA holding a giant Lollipop.
CHILD
Hi Pop pop!
(singing)
A little bit of lollipop in my
mouth!
LOU BEGA
Oh... Yeah, Thats definitely a Bega
baby.
BLACKOUT.
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